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“Blessed be the LORD God of Israel; For He hath visited and redeemed His people, And hath raised up and horn of salvation for
us in the house of his servant David; as he spake by the mouth of his holy prophets, which have been since the world began; That
we should be saved from our enemies and from the hand of all that hate us; to perform the mercy promised to our fathers and to
remember his holy covenant; The oath which he sware to our father Abraham, That he would grant unto us, that we being delivered
out of the hand of our enemies might serve him without fear, in holiness and righteousness before him, all the days of our lives.”
Luke 1:68-75; the Anglo-Saxon-Celtic-Germanic-Scadinavian people are ISRAEL!
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SNIPPETS
by Adam de Witt

Since the beginning of this year, limited media attention
has been given to the plight of Roman ruins that will be lost
in South Eastern Turkey. The Turks, kin of the Huns who
really don’t belong in Turkey but rather in Mongolia, don’t
care about the Roman ruins. The Turks are half Aziatic, half
Arab mamzers. The Romans were Whites, racially kin of the
original ‘Nordic’ Chaldeans from whence was born Abraham. Roman history is not Turkish history - we recommend
that you read “Fall and Rise of Abraham’s Kin.” (#149 @
$6.50)
If only we could chisel out these ruins and bring them to
Australia! But that vain dream is too late as flood waters are
rising, rising due to dams built to harness the waters of the
Tigris and Euphrates rivers just below the source of these two
historic rivers.
Blood is thicker than water (religion), for although the
Turks are Islamic and the Jews are Talmudists, both have
Turkic blood. Jews sided with Albanians of Turk blood during the Balkans’ strife; and now the Turks in Turkey are rushing to the help of the Turko-Canaanites (Jews) in J.O.P
(Jewish Occupied Palestine). Jewish-Canaanites in JOP are
using more water than what the land can yield, so the dams in
Turkey will supply water to the Canaanites who would not
(and can not) have H.R.H. King Jesus as their King.
Downstream, this cozy deal between Turk types, however, is causing havoc where the two mighty rivers, the Tigris
and Euphrates are drying up. This is felt most noticeably in
Iraq, the once homeland of Babylon. Of course Iraq is not
Neo-Babylon. To me, though, one can take these happenings
as a sign in allegorical form that the rivers watering NeoBabylon, i.e., that which gives it life, is about to dry up.
One can’t help wonder what sort of thoughts go through
some folks heads. After all, today’s society is of today’s
folks’ making. They may chide and say we don’t like this or
that, but the fact is, they (the masses) can’t blame Kosherdale
(Hollywood) or Babel-iament (parliament) as such; for both
are the gods of their heart; are false gods which the throng
loves. Let’s face it, God’s Laws have never been popular.
If the average mindset of those in the security profession
is anything to go by as a guide to public thinking, ... then it is
not hard to fathom H.R.H. King Jesus’ readiness to crush the
grape company and thrash the wheat company of Israelites.
An insider who mingled at a two-day training camp, with
social and V.I.P guardians, learned much about their morals.
Ranging from airport security agents to V.I.P protection
guards, these men are bodily tough, ... but mentally they are
weak when it comes to righteousness.

Besides loving money and status, they suffer from
acute xenomania (the love of all things foreign). During
break time at the recent security training course, their
chat was focused on a lust for the zûwr (racial alien) and
mamzers (mixed-blood bastards) and how they’d spend
their earnings on sex-holidays in Asia. One security man
outlined why his wedlock ended in divorce because his
wife did not enjoy sodomy. Others boasted that an out-ofwedlock romp is not to be taken as a sin, but a ‘trophy’
befitting their life(death)-style. These are the so-called
elite of the Saxon males. Little wonder we are in Babylon.
On Thursday, 21 Sept, on ACA (channel 9) was a
segment on both male and female (marrieds) advertising
for ‘a fling on the side’ because that was better than
going through a divorce. This way they could have their
marriage partner, and have their sex with an outsider. One
woman stated that she had 60 such encounters. There was
also the promotion of a book ‘The Joys of Adultery.’ And
we wonder why this nation is in trouble? (ads also regularly appear in the papers for this)**
Aboriginal Spending: Abo spending is said to be
lifted to 2.3 billion dollars per year. An Aussi ‘billion’ One Thousand Million! It’s a lot of geld (Saxon for
money). If Australia has some 200,000 aboriginals (there
are many ‘part’-aboriginals, but number of full-bloods is
debateable), then each aboriginal gets $11,000 a year each year for being an abo, ... courtesy of the Saxon-Israelites. (I wonder how the abos ever managed without
money before the white man came?). Multinational and
other wealthy Canaanites don’t foot the bill as they avoid
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patents ran out - Dieldrin was banned - and a new chemitaxes. The latter only provide lawyers to fleece the Saxons.
cal was patented, which is now in use, and at a much
Of course, the money is not spent on each individual directly
higher price than dieldrin. - it’s not about ‘protecting the
(how would your family of 4 fare with a government gift of
environment’ as they make out. It’s about control and
$44,000 per year?), nevertheless, we give it to them. All we
making money for the super rich, while you and I get
get in return is cursing and fleecing, but then, we Saxons are
sheep.
poorer and poorer!**
That figure of $2.3 billion, by the way, does not include
For years some folks have talked of the chance that
the welfare payments many abos get from us as dole, pensions, parenting allowance, child support, family payments,
someone would want to build a new tower of Babel. Yes,
child care and the likes. Abos in government jobs get their
with US funds, much of the old city of Babylon has been
pay through taxation from fleeced Saxons, plus the indirect or
re-created, but I doubt on the size of the original, as the
otherwise 11,000 racial perk. Other abos work in the comwhole city was simply too big. Yet for years, the new
mercial sector, again the perks come. Remember, abos in jobs
tower of Babel has been standing and our folk all loved it.
mean Saxon out of jobs. The whole idea of employment is a
It stands in New York. We call it the Empire State Building.
Saxon concept and is not part of abo culture. When an abo
The symbolism interwoven with its design, timing
takes part in Saxon society, he is eating the bread of the children of Israel.
and method of building has been overlooked by starryThe abos never had it so good, but
eyed saxons. The geld (money) and
don’t expect them to be thankful. God
idea to build it came from the
TAPES OF THE MONTH
made them to love their ways and hate #A-7426 The Rich Man and Lazarus Canaanite-Jew, John J. Raskob.
ours. It’s about time Whitey wakes up (late Sheldon Emry) 6 radio broadcasts (Being a Canaanite-Jew means that
to this (see the enclosed Gospel News
Raskob’s lineage is from Babylon).
proving this does NOT teach a “burning
Alert!). Abos are to live under the Abo
Raskob managed the presidential
god in abo homelands under abo law. hell,” but is actually identifying the Jews campaign of the Saxon proselyte NY
Saxons are to live under the Saxon as the “rich man” and the entichrist enemy governor Al Smith (of the late
King H.R.H. King Jesus I, under of Christian-Israel, or Lazarus. This should 1920s). Raskob and Smith ‘spoke the
God’s Laws (the God of Abraham), be required listening for every preacher in same language,’ they both wanted
Australia!
and in Saxon biological zones, wherthe world’s tallest building. Just like
ever they may be. We are not to turn
the first builders, they spoke the
#A-7502 and A-7503 Did Israel
abos into Spiritual Saxons, God made
Reject Jesus 1900 Years Ago? in 4 same language as well. Beauty was
Abos and God made Saxons. Our job
parts (2 per tape).Sheldon Emry. The not inportant to them. According to
is to keep it that way. (as integration
the architect’s wife, the design was
clergy say, ‘yes,’ the Bible says, ‘No!’
destroys both races, you’d think the
based on a pencil! Saxon building
Identifies true Israel.
abos would be opposed to it, as evendesigns when not blended with Jewtually there will be no more abos). “If Order our tapes and learn Bible truths ish ideals were based on God’s crethou hast stricken thy hand with a not taught by the clergy and churches! ations; such as blooms and leaves.
Even carved animals and people decstranger (zûwr), thou (whitey) art
see the separate order form.
orated saxon buildings affecting
snared.” [Prov 6:1-2]**
gable shapes. To the Canaanite-Jews, these details were
In case you haven’t worked out why CFCs (chloro-fluoimpractical and useless.
rocarbons) are so bad, the following testimony from a refrigThe Empire State Building did not ‘land’ on an empty
eration professional will be enlightening. Apart from a few
block, there once stood a spectacular example of Saxon
types of cooling agents (other than CFCs) up until recently,
architecture on the site; ful of scrolled and carved stone
nearly all refrigeration units from refridgerators to air-condigables, towers, turrets, dormer windows and multiple bay
tioners used CFCs. CFCs were developed by Saxon boffins
windows. It was crafted and shaped by Saxon artisans to
for the Canaanite owned alchemy-giant Dupont. Dupont
look much like a European castle, such as the palace of
Canaanites ensured a world-wide patent for themselves,
“Schwerin” of Meckelnburg-Vorpommern in Germany. It
meaning they only could make the stuff or others could only
was the original Waldorf-Astoria, NYs most beautiful
do so under license. Dupont’s profits were big ... big ... big.
hotel. It typified Israelite ideals in design and was an allegorical tale in stone of Israelites’ kingdom. It was opened
Any colling unit, be it in Sydney, Alice Springs, Amsterdam
in 1893 just at the point when Saxons showed their disor New York or Bombay, would be cooled by a Dupont or a
pleasure with their God, for in that very decade the SaxDupont licensed gas. Dupont Canaanites had the dibs on the
ons lit a ‘strange’ fire. (Read the account of the strange
CFC coolants. But Patents come unstuck when their time runs
fire lit by the priests of Israel in the Old Testament - for
out. So Dupont Canaanites got their hired boffins to develop
the seriousness of such a thing.)
another gas and gain a new patent that will set them up right
In the last years of the 19th Age the Olympic Flame
for decades to come. Patents only secure the ideas of the
super rich. For the poor, patents are an info leak to the super
was lit for the first time (1896) in HRH King Jesus’ Kingdom of the Church Age level. In 1886 the Saxon Israelites
rich. The ‘dangerous’ side effects of CFCs was none other
set this flame in ‘stone’ by putting up the torch-bearing,
than the patent running out so that anyone could make the
Masonic-built, Statue of Liberty. The question should be,
stuff, thereby foredoing Dupont Canaanite windfalls, through
freedom from what? From Jesus’ Kingdom, free to do it
a world-wide monopoly. Bad CFCs ....
And for those who missed it, I talked with a white ant
man’s way by a god of man’s making (Frank Sinatra
expert, who tells me that exactly the same thing happened
helped pump the message in with his song: I did it my
with Dieldrin, which was used as a white ant treatment. The
way!). Saxons made it clear to God that His Son was not
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wanted as their King, preferring a ‘strange fire.’ The holy likewise we will one day, when their rule is over, tear
ghost (gas, fuel, zeal) was swapped for a strange ghost (gas down all that symbolized their overrunning of our holy
or zeal). This was the sign that Saxons were ready to pay lands. Canaanite protection orders such as the one to save
restitution to modern Esau, the Jews, for stealing Esau’s the Empire State Building in 1986, are not worth a crumbirthright so long ago. Once enough wealth and might was pet in the Booth age of Jesus’ rule!**
pooled the tribe of Esau took the birthright to rule the world
In April 1994 AD, a part of the world unheard of to
when they brought in the Federal Reserve Act of 1913,
most Celto-Saxon Israelites, suddenly became big news.
thereby laying hold upon all governmental geld and gold.
But the transfer of private Saxon wealth was not whole The region of Uyghur, China’s western most province
until Esau’s banking sons brought in the ‘Great Depres- yielded startling secrets, namely that the indigenous folk
sion,’ brought on by the Wall Street crash (crash of Saxon of middle Asia were White! Mummies were found with
wealth into Edomite-Canaanite-Jewish coffers) in October brown and blond hair wearing clothes that looked like tar1929. Raskob, like his fellow Canaanites, was clearly tans (read Fall and Rise of Abraham’s Kin #149 @ $6.50
richer. Before the transfer of wealth, the cost to build the for more details). For over 2000 years this was the native
Empire State Building was set at $60 million US; after the homeland of our OUR kinsfolk. But they were ethnically
crash (transfer of wealth) the cost dropped to US $25 mil- cleansed from Asia about the time England was being
lion, as wages dropped for Saxon workers who became two overrun by the Normans. The Mummies became known
as the Urumchi Mummies after the town where they are
a penny.
Although ‘Empire State’ was a ‘by-name’ for New currently kept, the regional capital, Urumchi. According
York one must wonder, Empire of what? Empire or Reich of to FFI newsletters we are living in a transition phase from
the Weeks or Pentecost age into
Canaanite rule? There can be no
the Booths or Tabernacles age.
doubt NY is blatantly a Jewish run
LIMITED COPIES
or usurped world capital. NY still
Deadly Deception At Port Arthur, This is a transfer of authority
from the bride of Christ (the
has many remnant structures of the
Joe Vialls
church age crowd) to the Body or
once Saxon city, founded by the
Scientific Evidence questions Australia’s Port
Groom of Christ (the overcomer
Dutch Pieter Stuyvesant in 1646,
Arthur Massacre.
crowd, those who know their
but these are over-shadowed by
Babylonian, Bauhaus towers. Bau- This third printing includes “Forensic Fantasy,” identity and say AMEN to ALL
haus was the Jewish design school the definitive report proving that Martin Bryant of God’s Laws).
The transfer means that what
that affected all modern designing could never have fired either of the two “murder
the
heathen
did to Israelites now
from a kettle to an office block.
weapons” found at Seascape.
begins to back fire. Where once
The movement began in Germany
our folk died like flies and no
between the two world wars. To
until sold out, suggested donation $14.95
amount of overseas help will
remove the Astoria and dig out the
change this. We have been witground for the Empire State Building, 16,000 truckloads of rubble were taken and dumped nessing this steadily. God heralds this in with signs, like
into the sea. I find that symbolic; no doubt the wreckers did birth pangs. One day all our lost lands will be regained,
too, Into the sea, symbolizes Israelites dumped into a sea of including Middle Asia.
I therefore find it noteworthy that again, the seemhumanity when it comes to us. When it comes to the Jews it
represents the end of their world (think of the millstone cast ingly insignificant town of Urumchi hits world news, this
into the sea). One day the Empire State Building will meet time about a blast that killed over 100 of those that surthe fate of the old Astoria, symbolic of the Canaanites cast planted our kin. We will regain all homelands, not by our
into the sea, being the loss of their dominion over us; for strength, but by God’s mighty hand. HE will however use
although they had the right to rule over us for a while, they tools for the job. These tools can be any thing or anyone,
have gone beyond that right bringing themselves into trans- but he does let a select group of Israelites share in His
gression. Therefore we will legally, from God’s Law, be plan. Think of Gideon who understood he was a tool of
able to do unto them double as they have done unto us. In honour in God’s hands.**
their greed they have refused to set our folk free to serve
Ever since my article on Indonesia a few years back
our God.
The Empire State Building is Esau’s monument to his the islands have been going down hill, for the descendants
triumph over Jacob, like a victory war memorial. And, like (and their kin) of those that ethnically cleansed OUR kin
the old tower of Babel, the planners tried to reach the heav- from the then Netherlands Indies. It is not that the monens. They did this by fitting a mast on top of the building to goloid-negro-cromagnum hybrids we call Indonesians
beam the world’s strongest TV signal in 1950. TV is the were so mighty, indeed, the Dutch Saxons were winning
image of the beast that was given the might to speak. TV the war. A few thousand Saxons were overcoming milsignals beam in all directions, also into outer space. Fifteen lions of Indo-hybrids. But the UN threatened sanctions
years later they fitted the world’s strongest VHF (FM) upon Holland (the outcome of such sanctions are made
sender. The art work in the foyer of the 1930s shows the clear in Iraq). So the Dutch military had to leave, leaving
building radiating as if it is a star. Interestingly, in 1930, the civilian Whites at the ‘mercy’ of the Indo-hybrids. If I am
owners tried (like the pagan priests of old) to draw fire right, the Netherlands Indies was the first land in the UN
down from heaven. G.E.C. fitted an 18m lightning rod ethnically cleansed of Israelites. God used the UN to deal
with rebellious Israelites (see Fall & Rise of Abraham’s
attracting countless lightning bolts.
Canaanite Jews have torn down our holy places (any- Kin!). But, there comes a time when the ‘sons of men’
thing made by us using Christian principles is a sacred site), and their institutions are no longer needed by God and
Christian Identity Ministries - PO Box 146 - CARDWELL QLD 4849
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then the tables turn upon them.
Maybe Indonesia is pivotal because of its UN dirty
work in the early 1950s with the isle of Java being the hub,
as Java means Barley. It may be one of the first places
restored to the Barley Company? Anyhow, with all this in
mind, I find it interesting that recently (mid-September
2000) the Indo-hybrid loving UN was dealt a hefty blow by
these hybrids when their offices in West Timor were ransacked and some staff ruthlessly slain. Tables are turning on
the UN, also called the Jewnited Nations.**

The Apostle John is quite clear about the people we
know as Jews today, telling us back in about 70AD: “Who
is a liar but he that denieth that Jesus is the Anointed? He
is antichrist, that denieth the Father and the Son. Whosoever denieth the Son, THE SAME HATH NOT THE
FATHER: (1 Jn 2:22-23)
He also warns us about deceivers: “For many deceivers are entered into the world, who confess not that Jesus
Christ is come in the flesh. This is a deceiver, and an antichrist.” Therefore, articles like the one in THE STRATEGY ought to go straight in the bin! Propagating Jewish
Lastly, American feminist Sommers wrote a book ideas will further the deception, and continue to cause
called, The War Against Boys, admitting that there is a cam- more confusion among our Israel people. (Take note,
paign against boys. Her conscience began to bug her when Ray!)
We know that the Anglo-Saxon and kindred people
her children turned out to be boys. She had to admit that
boys are not girls and that society has been oppressing boys are the true descendants of Scriptural Israel, and that the
with the outcome of them becoming left behind. The tables Jews are not of Israel at all, but are instead imposters
are turning, the ‘bride’ will have to let the groom of Jesus descended from Esau and Canaanites, and from the Khazars. That being the case (see The Thirteenth Tribe by
rule soon!**
-------------------------------------------------------Arthur Koestler, #396 @ $12.30), why are we constantly
bombarded with so much that has
Jewish origins? Is that part of a
from a letter in The Tully Times,
While looking through the Sepstrategy to confuse and divide?
12/10/00 - p3
tuagint translation, the thought came
Not only do we hear much use
Dear Sir, there has been debate about
to me that since about 100 BC, when whether measles vaccine is safe. It probably of Yeshua or Yahsua and Yahveh or
the Septuagint was completed, they is. But is that the most important question? Yahweh and Yehoshua and many
have been the main Scriptures for
others, but also the use of Saturday
our first century (and later) forefa- Isn’t today’s anti-measles vaccine adminis- as the supposed ‘correct’ day of
tered as part of a combined measles-mumps- rest and worship. If we Anglothers.
There are some today who make rubella vaccine? Isn’t the anti-rubella com- Saxon and Kindred people are the
a big issue out of going back to using ponent of this vaccine manufactured using true Israelites of Scripture, then
human cell lines derived from aborted
Hebrew names for God and Jesus,
what does the Scripture tell us
human foetuses? Isn’t protection of your
but the first century Christians cerabout our rest day? (always rememtainly did not seem to do so. The
ber that Sabbath is one of those
child’s health by exploiting the killing of
Septuagint uses theos and/or kurios these other (unborn) children morally equiv- unfortunate untranslated words, it
theos for God and kurios theos for
is NOT the name of a particular
alent to cannibalism?
Lord God. But, interestingly enough,
day).
Arnold Jago, Box 533, Mildura 3502
“Speak thou also unto the chilin a recent Koorong catalog was
advertised a “Complete Jewish Bible” by one David Stern. dren of Israel, saying, Verily my sabbaths ye shall keep:
The caption stated in part, “.. with this unique resource for it is a sign between me and you throughout your genyou’ll be able to read and say names and key terms the way erations; that ye may know that I the Lord doth sanctify
you (Israelites). Ye (Israelites, and NOT the Jews) shall
Yeshua (Jesus) did.”
So I started to wonder .... is the push by some to con- keep the sabbath therefore: for it is holy unto you. Everystantly use Hebrew words a form of Judaizing? The apostle one that defileth it shall surely be put to death: for whosoPaul warned us in II Corinthians 6 about “... what fellowship ever doeth work therein, that soul shall be cut off from
hath righteousness with unrighteousness? and what commu- among his people. Six days may work be done (notice it
nion hath light with darkness? And what concord hath does not specify which ‘days of the week’), but in the
Christ (the Anointed) with Belial? and what part hath he seventh (that is after six days of work) is the sabbath of
that believeth with an infidel? And what agreement hath the rest, holy to the Lord: whosoever doeth any work in the
temple of God with idols? For ye (Israelites) are the temple sabbath-day he shall surely be put to death. Wherefore the
of the living God; as God hath said, I will dwell in them, and children of Israel (not the Jews) shall keep the sabbath,
walk in them; and I will be their God, and they shall be my to observe the sabbath throughout their generations, for a
people.” (the latter part being a quote from Ex 29:45, Lev perpetual covenant. It is a sign between me and the chil26:12, Jer 31:33, Jer 32:38) These quotes are conclusive dren of Israel for ever: for in six days the Lord made
heaven and earth, and on the seventh day he rested and
proof that Paul was talking to and about Israelites!
was refreshed.” Ex 31
I pondered some of these same questions that Paul
It is a sign between God and the Jews - is that what it
raised, when I opened a recent issue of THE STRATEGY says? NO! It is a sign between God and Israel - not
and saw an article by one Norm Segal. This person who pro- between God and antichrist. Do you honestly believe that
fesses to be a Zionist Jew, is writing for what is supposed to the antichrist is going to be keeping God’s rest, while milbe a Christian paper. Not only do I find that strange, but the lions upon millions of God’s people Israel are going to be
article is bound to cause much confusion among those who keeping a wrong day, when God said it is a sign between
read it. Particularly any just coming into the knowledge of Him and Israel? I don’t think so! To hold that the Jews are
their identity as True Saxon-Israelites.
keeping the right day, when God’s true Israel are then sup-

JEWISH
INFLUENCE??
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posedly keeping the wrong day, is to say that God didn’t
Life is a continuum of generations. The different
know what he was saying when He inspired Moses to write branches of life - species and races - are themselves sepaExodus 31. God is no fool! The Christian nations of the rate and distinct continuums, composed not only of genetWest have never legislated Saturday laws, to shut shops and ically similar individuals in the currently existing
stop people working. But you know, they did have laws like generation, but also of a potentially unlimited number of
that in relation to Sunday. Nearly all, if not all did! Some of generations, each genetically linked with its ancestors and
the remnants of those laws still exist, even though the Jews descendants.
have been working at dismantling them for a long time.
Human continuums are cultural as well as genetic.
And, the Israel nations that had those laws and kept them Each generation transmits both its culture and its genes to
were blessed for doing so. Now, as we turn away in more its successors. The generations in the racial continuum
rebellion, and the bondage of our captivity increases, we come and go, and gradually evolve or change over time,
find ever more people treating everyday the same, without but the life they embody and share in common continues
setting God’s day apart for rest and worship, as is required through the continuum of its generations.
by the statement “keep it holy.” (from the Greek hagios
Racial Nothingism
meaning separate, set apart). To oppose the idea of Sunday
The choice of racial nonexistence over existence, of
Laws, as do Seventh Day Adventists (especially the book racial death over racial life, of racial discontinuation over
‘National Sunday Law’), is to oppose God’s Law which continuation, and willingness to reject and repudiate the
says, “Thou shalt have no other
racial continuum to which one
gods before me,” and “one law
belongs, is Racial Nihilism.
IMPORTANT NOTICE
shall be to him that is homeborn,
It was brought to my attention that the time we The term “nihilism” is derived
from the Latin, “nihilum,”
and unto the stranger that sojourneth among you.” (Ex 12:49; Num planned for the CAMP was an expensive time which means “nothing.” Nihil15:15,16). You can’t allow the to travel. Air fares drop considerably after Eas- ism is literally Nothingism.
“freedom of religion” that the ter and in the time between school holidays. There are various forms of
Constitution (section 116) gives, it We have therefore decided, in order to make it Nihilism, each denying the
is contrary to God’s Law!
cheaper for people to travel to have the Camp existence - through a reduction
You must also remember that
to nothing - of a continuum that
practically all churches which from the 25th May to the 1st of June. We hope has existed through many genteach a Saturday ‘rest’ day, (sab- this does not inconvenience you, as we hope it erations. Literary and artistic
bath is another of those transliter- will help more people than it hinders. Please Nihilism rejects and repudiates
ated words which was NOT
let me know your thoughts!
distinctions or standards in littranslated! It means to rest or
erary or artistic merit or value.
cease from one’s work) also teach that “The Jews are God’s Moral Nihilism is the rejection and repudiation of moral
chosen people.” One error leads to another! If they do not distinctions, standards and values. Racial Nihilism is the
teach that exactly, then they will usually teach that the Jews rejection and repudiation of all racial distinctions and valare Judah and Benjamin - another error. So if you are one ues. It either denies racial existence or seeks its annihilawho thinks he should ‘keep’ Saturday, you are in effect say- tion - literally, its reduction to nothingness or noning thereby that you believe the Jews are God’s People, existence.
because the ‘rest’ is a sign between God and His people, as
The ideological motivation for Nihilism is often a radExodus 31 said. However, if you know that that is false, and ical or extreme Egalitarianism which seeks to abolish all
that the Anglo-Saxons are in fact the true people of God and inequalities by abolishing all distinctions, differences and
His sign is upon them, then you really must in all honesty diversities, as well as all values and standards. But whatrealize that you should ‘keep’ Sunday “holy” or “set apart.” ever its motivation or form - whether moral, cultural or
Never mind those who say “The Pope changed the day - the racial - Nihilism is an ideology of denial and destruction.
Roman Catholic Church says so.” I say, the Roman Catholic It denies the very existence of the continuum it seeks to
church may claim that they changed the day, but just destroy. As Moral Nihilism commonly asserts that moralbecause they claim that, doesn’t make it so. Remember, The ity does not exist, so Racial Nihilism denies the existence
Catholic church claims to be the only true church, the Jews of races, claiming that nothing exists to preserve or conclaim to be the chosen people! The Pope claims to be God’s serve. This is racial Deconstructionism, the ideological
representative on earth. He also claims to be infallible. annihilation of race or ideological reduction of race to
Claiming something doesn’t make it so.
nothingness. defining race out of existence by “deconI do not think that ‘keeping’ the same day as Antichrist structing” its terms or classifications.
will bring blessings from the God of our forefathers. We
This denial is often implied or indirect, as in the folknow who He is without using Hebrew names, because the lowing statement by Miami Herald columnist Joel AchenScriptures specifically tell us that He is the God of Abraham, bach, who writes that “...‘races’ are the arbitrary
Isaac and Jacob! our forefathers, and therefore OUR God inventions of the Colonialist era.” (Robobaby, Tropic,
also. Think on these things - and I hope this helps you.** April 5, 1992, p19).
See also Charles Weisman’s book Sabbath and The Lord’s
Sometimes the denial by deconstruction is explicit
Day, #787 @ $9.85, and also Why I no Longer Observe Sat- and direct, as in the following assertions by Joan Steinau
urday as a Day of Rest and Worship, Earl Linville, #921 @ Lester, excutive director of Equity Institute, a “diversity
$2.50.
consulting firm,” who writes, “The idea of ‘white’ is a fic------------------------------------------------------tion, created at a time when Europeans were labeling and
RACIAL NIHILISM
classifying everything ... ‘Race’ is a system of thought
The Doctrine of Racial Idiocy
created for the purpose of maintaining separation and
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power. As we attempt as a nation to dismantle “racial divi- ical question, “Who cares?” It is an expression of denial
sions and inequities, it is time to disassemble the ideas and and rejection of caring, and even of contempt for caring.
words made to fortify the old ways ... Folks, race is a bigger When Nihilism rejects or denies the value or importance
scam than Santa Claus. Not only does this dog not hunt, it of something, or even denies its existence, it condones its
doesn’t exist.” (Is He White? Is He Black? And, Can You sacrifice or destruction, and resents and condemns as
immoral those who do care for, and seek to uphold and
Always Really Tell? The Miami Herald, Feb 20, 1994)
preserve, that which is threatened.
Multiculturalism is a Modern Phenomenon
Racial Diversity -vs- Racial Destruction
Actually, it was during the era of Western discovery and
If
racial
diversity is to be preserved in the modern
exploration - of which the colonialist era was the final
world,
where
the preserving barriers of geographic disexpansionist phase - that the different races of humanity
tance
have
been
overcome by advances in transportation
became aware of each other, that actual knowledge of human
and
communication,
Racial Nihilism - even in its passive,
racial diversity began to replace centuries of myth and specacquiescent,
indifferent
and unconscious form - is an error
ulation, and that the study of human racial diversity became
humanity
can
no
longer
afford.
a serious scientific discipline.
The
causes
of
racial
destruction are intermixture and
Nihilism -vs- Preservationism
replacement.
Intermixture
causes racial destruction by
Racial Nihilism is the opposite or antithesis of racial
genetic
dilution
or
submergence.
Replacement involves
preservation (continued racial life), and to the conditions
one
race
being
dispossesed - or
required for preservation (separa“squeezed-out”
by others who
HANDOUTS
tion and reproductive isolation). In
take
its
place.
ideological terms, Racial Nihilism (Please hand them out to those you know. Do
Multiracialism is the ideolcan be defined as any system of not use them for letterboxing or windscreenogy,
or system of beliefs and valideas, beliefs, and values that
wipering
on
cars!
[feeding
pearls
to
swine])
ues,
that supports multiracial
opposes racial preservation and
Jewish
False
Messiahs,
$5
for
25
copies
conditions
and the resulting
conservation, that supports or proracially
destructive
processes of
motes the causes of racial destruc- Al Gore and “The Earth in The Balance”
intermixture
and
replacement.
tion, or that denies racial rights,
$5 for 25 copies
Racial
Nihilism
is
the
underlying
especially the racial right to life
Israelites Were in America Before
ideology,
psychological
attitude
and the conditions of separation
Columbus $5 for 25 copies
or
view
of
existence
that
provides
required for continued racial life
all by Alan Campbell, includes postage
the foundation for Multiracialism
(racial preservation).
by denying and rejecting racial
Those who reject the continurights
and
values,
particularly
the right of a race to life,
ation or preservation of their own race are Racial Nihilists
independence,
and
the
condition
of separation required for
rergardless of whether or not they also oppose the continuaboth.
tion of other races. Thus some Racial Nihilists only reject
Racial destruction by intermixture and replacement is
the continuation or preservation of their own race, while
an
unavoidable
consequence of a multiracial society, but is
approving the continuation of other races. Other racial Nihileffectively
prevented
in a monoracial society [why we
ists reject the continuation of all races, all racial differences
must
form
Ecclesias!
CIM]. The reasons why certain
and all racial diversity, seeking an egalitarian levelling of all
members
of
different
races
are many and varied, but only
humanity into one uniform race consistent with the goal or
occur
under
multiracial
conditions
(where there is contact
dream of the “One World” ideology.
between
different
races).
They
do
not
occur under monoraRacial Values
cial
conditions
of
geographic
racial
separation
and reproRacial Nihilism, in its rejection of racial values, caring
ductive
isolation
i.e.
the
conditions
in
which
the
different
and love, holds that it is wrong to value, care for and love
races
were
created
and
preserved
until
modern
times.
one’s own race, and even more wrong to value, care for and
A “wasteland” is a land, place, society or situation
love it more than others, or to accord to it any preference or
where
life is deprived of the conditions it needs to exist. A
special concern. Racial Nihilism demands the egalitarian
multiracial
society is a racial wasteland, where racial life
elimination of all racial particularities and distinctions, prefcannot
continue,
where the forces that cause racial death,
erences and concerns, and asserts that it is wrong to value,
destruction
and
extinction
are dominant over those that
care for and love one’s race in any degree, even the same as
promote
racial
life,
preservation
and continuation.
others, if that valuing, loving and caring includes a desire for
The
wasteland
of
the
Modern
Age is the secular faith
the preservation and continuation of one’s own race in disor
dogma
of
Multiracialism
the
Interracialist
and internatinction from others.
tionalist
ideology
of
Universalism
or
“Oneness”
- that
Racial Nihilism can be passive as well as active, characdenies
and
prevents
racial
freedom
(independence),
terized by acts of omission as well as commission. The preservation or continuation of a continuum often requires uniqueness, growth and development, and continued racial
positive, sustaining and affirming actions. The lack of racial life, and promotes the submergence of races in a multiracaring or interest, the lack of affirmation of racial rights and cial “melting pot,” replacing racial preservation and indevalues, and the acquiescence to the causes of racial destruc- pendence with the racially destructive process of Racial
tion, are all examples of Racial Nihilism by default, the Nihilism.
In the modern intellectual and ideological wasteland
nihilism of indifference.
of
dogmatic
Racial Nihilism the study of knowledge relatThis type of Racial Nihilism - a simple lack of interest,
ing
to
race
and
racial differences is suppressed and inhibcare and concern, often not consciously intended - is by far
ited,
or
banned
as
“politically incorrect.” The tendency of
the most common form, and the most insidious. No statedominant
ideology
is to encourage ideas and beliefs that
ment expresses the essence of Nihilism more than the rhetor-
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agree with it, and to discourage, repress, censor or ban those
that disagree. In teh Middle Ages ideas or beliefs that disagreed with the orthodox ideology of the churches of Rome
and England were labelled heresy. The current dominant ideological orthodoxy of nihilistic Egalitarianism labels racial,
sexual, historical, cultural and moral ideas or beliefs on the
basis of whether or not they agree with and support its position. “Political correctness” - or conformance to the orthodox
ideological position - is given precedence over factual correctness and the classical ideals of freedom of inquiry, belief
and conscience.

Racial Intolerance

To the Racial Nihilist racial differences are something
evil, and racial diversity, variation and uniquenmess is
something to be denied, belittled and destroyed rather than
affirmed, loved and preserved. The Racial Nihilist seeks
the Egalitarianism of sameness and oneness. He wants all
humanity to be the same, and the rich diversity of human
racial types to be reduced to one uniform type. Racial
Nihilism is racial Egalitarianism in its most extreme form,
eliminating all racial inequalities by the elimination of all
racial diversity and differences.
Extreme Racial Nihilists consider it immoral to even
One World: One Race
The Oneness ideal of “One World” and “One Race” admit that different races exist, and it would seem that
seeks to eliminate human diversity by a process of blending some “true believers” acrually believe their own propaor convergence of all into one, replacing the great variety of ganda. Others dissimulate, seeking the end of racial divertypes with one uniform type. It began with the concept of sity and knowing that the denial of racial existence
“One Religion,” a universal religion for all humanity which promotes the actual destruction of that existence. Racial
would replace all other religions. This set the pattern for rights cannot be logically acknowledged or defended if the
numerous secular Universalist creeds
existence of races if not recognized.
NOTE!
which also sought to impose themWithout the factual belief in a true
selves on all humanity. The process of Because of a complaint we received diversity between the races there is no
ideological missionary work, prosely- about the ‘Due!’ and ‘Annual Dona- basis for the ethical belief in racial
tizing and converting, both religious tion Now Due’ being printed on the rights.
and secular, continues on a vast scale
The factual belief that races are
outside of the envelope, we have
to this day, promoted by the Universalnot different, or that differences are
ist ideal of Oneness, which is consis- modified our program, and will now trivial and unimportant, or that race
tent with Multiracialist and Racial show either *** meaning you dona- (as a concept) does not really exist, is
tion is due, or ### meaning this is often asserted to support the ethical
Nihilist ideology.
All “mainstream” cultural, politi- your last mailing! The renewal dates belief that races have no right to life,
cal and social institutions conform to will continue, as will the slips inside. liberty and independence, and to jusRacial Nihilism. Any deviance from 4-01 means renew before April 2001 tify the denial and violation of those
its doctrines, particularly any manifesrights. If a race does not exist it has no
tation of racial Preservationism, is marginalised to a fringe rights and cannot be violated. By denying racial existence,
position outside the “mainstream,” where it is denied serious Racial Nihilism can rationalize its opposition to racial
consideration as an alternative.
rights and assume a moral pose while promoting racial
Racial Nihilism, in its denial and rejection of the value genocide. But to be logically consistent, the denial of the
and importance of race, racial diversity and racial existence, existence of different human races not only requires the
has made race a ‘bad’ word, taboo for all but its priesthood, denial of the existence of genetically distinct human popuwho are entrusted with its use or incantation solely for the lations, but also the denial of the existence of all different
purpose of promoting the Racial Nihilist agenda of racial life forms. If one is an illusion all are an illusion, at which
destruction. Given the dominant status of Racial Nihilism in point Racial Nihilism becomes racial Gnosticism.
the mass communications media and educational instituRacial Gnosticism
tions, a situation exists where racial knowledge and appreciGnostocism is the belief that physical life and exisation are discouraged, and any objective study or discussion tence are not real, that everything in the material world is
of racial matters - of racial differences and diversity, or the an illusion, without meaning or value. It is a form of metaconditions required for continual racial existence - is physical Nihilism. Gnostics belittle or deny the imporregarded as a forbidden subject, and effectively repressed, tance - in fact the reality or existence - of all that is
banned or censored.
physical or material, claiming that the only true reality is
Mental Genocide
nonmaterial or “spiritual.” They seek to escape from life
Racial Nihilism has created an air of unreality with and physical existence, or to end it.
regard to racial matters, where the subjects of racial variaThe word “Gnosticism” is derived from the Greek
tion, diversity, differences, uniqueness and continued exis- word for knowledge, and the original gnostics - “those
tence are confronted with evasion, dissimulation or denial, with knowledge” - were the initiates in the Greek Mystery
where it is regarded as morally proper to pretend that races religions. During the Hellenistic period (the three centuand racial differences do not exist, and where those who ries preceding the Christian era) Gnosticism became assoopenly acknowledge, recognize and affirm these diffrences - ciated with a disbelief in the reality of physical existence.
and especially those who celebrate them and assert their This to the influence of Indian Buddhist missionaries who
value and importance - are regarded as immoral. In this ideo- brought their ideas to the Mediterranean world during the
logical climate, human racial diversity and differences are Hellenistic era. (Joseph Campbell, The Masks of God:
denied, trivialized or belittled as unimportant and not worth Occidental Mythology, Penguin Books, 1964, p362).
preserving, or are actually regarded as immoral and as someIn the Christian era various Gnostic sects developed
thing which should be destroyed. It logically follows that within Christianity which believed in an incorporeal (i.e.
racial rights are also denied or belittled, and their assertion non-material) or illusory Christ who never existed as a real
regarded as immoral.
or physical man.
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transcends the sum of its parts and is potentially immoral.
Existentialism: “I Think, Therefore I Am”
As Gnostocism does not believe in physical reality, but
This excessive preoccupation with the atomized indiregards it as an illusion (an extension of the mind, created vidual, divorced or separated from the context of the
by thought), so it also does not believe in the reality of any larger genetic continuum of which it is a part, is a classic
differences or distinctions in the material world. It believes example of not being able to see the forest for the trees.
that all people and peoples, all individuals and races, are the The individual entities, whether tree or human being,
same, interchangeable and impersonal, that none are unique, come and go in their generations, but the larger entity of
different or special in any significant way. It follows that which they are a part, whether forest or race, lives on. It is
Gnosticism is completely egalitarian and regards all as equal the enduring reality, the continuing reality, the continand the same, with no important differences or distinctions.
uum. But one cannot exist without the other. The single
The modern Western world has witnessed a resurgence individual and the forest or race, the part and the whole,
of Gnostic thinking, again - as in ancient times - largely both depend on the health and well-being of the other.
The ancient Greek word for separate was “idios.”
influenced by Hindu and Buddhist thought. Much of the
philosophy of the so-called “New Age” movement, a con- Persons who were excessively preoccupied with their
tinuum of the “counterculture” which begand in the mid-six- own private or individual affairs, to the point of neglectties, is directly attributable to Hindu and Buddhist influence, ing or rejecting their responsibilities or involvement in
with many of its members proclaiming themselves to be fol- the larger entity of which they were a part, and thereby
lowers of various Asian “gurus.”
separating themselves from it
The strong current of Gnosticism
and from care or concern for its
NEW TAPES
that runs through this movement
interests, were called “idiotes.”
#F-309 Three Days and Three Nights
should therefore come as no surIt is therefore etymologically
#F-310 The Redemption of Egypt
prise.
corect to refer to the condition in
#F-311 The Good Samaritan
Such pagan Gnostic sayings
which an individual is so preStephen E. Jones
as “Leap clear of all that is corpooccupied with his own private
#C-077 Heart, Spirit and Soul
real,” “Nothing is impossible,”
interests as to be separated from
and “Think that you are everyinvolvement in, and care and
#C-078 The Peacemaker
where are at once,” are very remiconcern for, the interests of his
#C-079 The Khazar Connection
niscent of “Jonathan Linvingston
#C-080 Introducing Destructive Heresies, 1 race, as racial idiocy. Much of
Seagull,” written by Richard Bach,
this is demonstrated in the
Earl F. Jones
one of the better known “New
building blocks of race, the
#S-850 Leaven The Weapon (The War
Age” authors, whose outer philofamily - where preoccupied
Against Us, 1) [there is no S-849]
sophical works, especially Illuindividuals turn their backs on
sions: The Adventures of a
their family to be separated
#S-851 The Accursed Thing (War, 2)
from them, for their own priReluctant Messiah, also express
Peter J. Peters
vate interests, without concern
Gnostic ideas. The “love” which
was the “leitmotif” of the counterculture was the egalitarian or care for the interests of the family. This common
and promiscuous love that is characteristic of Gnosticism; condition of racial or familial idiocy is a contributing
universal, impersonal, and non-discriminating, unfocused, cause of Racial Nihilism, in both its active and passive
without any special intensity of emotion or feeling for any forms. (it also destroys the Christian ecclesia, when
particular person, people or thing. In sexual relations this members leave for their own private interests, without
promiscuous love was euphemistically referred to as “free care or concern for the ecclesia! CIM) In a healthy culture
love.” In political and social matters it expressed itself as racial idiocy would be regarded as dysfunctional. But in
Universalism and the cosmopolitan “One World, One Race, the present culture the dominant position of Racial Nihilism enables the racial idiot to enjoy the conceit of moral
One People” ideal of Oneness.
Gnosticism’s influence on racial beliefs and values in superiority over those individuals who do not separate
particular, are only part of the explanation for the current themselves from their race (or ecclesia) but who care for
dominance of Racial Nihilism in the Western world. The it and promote its interests and preservation.
The relationship between the individual and racial
dominant trend of the “popular” or mass culture in recent
times, from “pop” philosophy to “pop” psychology, has rights (i.e. the rights of the larger entity of which the indibeen to emphasize the individual while ignoring, denying, vidual is a part) can be illustrated by the story of a group
rejecting, violating, and sacrificing the interests of the larger of people in a boat. One person claimed a right to drill a
entity - the continuum or race - of which the individual is a hole in the bottom of the boat under his own seat. The
others objected, explaining that if he were in a boat by
part and from which the individual came.
This cultural trend is not limited to the secular sphere, himself he would have a right to do as he pleased, as only
but dominates in the religious sphere as well, where the he would suffer the consequences, but as there were oth“salvation” that is promised is the salvation of the individ- ers in the same boat with him, and the consequences of
ual, not the salvation or continued life of the racial contin- his actions would not be limited to his own seat and himself alone, but would sink the entire boat and adversely
uum (family) to which the individual belongs.
affect them all, he did not have a right to endanger the
The Racial Idiots
Some Racial Nihilists are extreme individualists, who boat they shared in common. This story can be seen as a
only recognize the rights of individuals (or perhaps only the metaphor, with the would-be hole driller representing his
existence of individuals) in a very atomistic sense, not rec- race, the water representing a threat to the existence of his
ognizing the rights (and perhaps the existence) of the bio- race, and the boat representing the condition that protects
logical group of which they are a part, whose existence the existence of his race from the threat. This metaphor
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can be applied to the situation that occurs when some individuals claim a right to introduce the genes of other races
(represented in the metaphor by the surrounding body of
water) into their race - either through intermixture, adoption, immigration or some other means - thereby making a
hole or breach in the protective condition of racial separation (the boat), through which the genes of other races (the
water) can enter and spread throughout their race, threatening all - including the generations to come - with destruction
by genetic flooding and sinking.

Political Correctness

accordance with the egalitarian interpretation of love, and
that it is morally wrong to value or love one’s own race
and kind, one’s own continuum of life and evolution,
one’s own genetic traits and those who share them, more
than any other. This, for the purposes of Racial Nihilism,
has the same effect as not valuing or loving one’s race at
all. Such are the values instilled by Racial Nihilism,
beginning with children, depriving the race of the love
and loyalty of its members, so that its existence is not
regarded as a value but is denied and violated. These are
the genocidal values of racial destruction through alienation and disaffection of natural love and loyalty.

The “One World, One Race” dream provides an effecBottom Line
tive vehicle to promote Racial Nihilism, as it allows no race
Racial annihilation or extinction is the change sought
a right to its own territory, independence or existence, but
would consign them all to the multiracial “melting-pot,” by Racial Nihilism, a change that will occur if present
where the traits that once distinguished the different races trends continue, a change that will be irrevocable. After
would exist only in solution, blended with all the others, all, extinction is forever.
“But if any is not providing
effectively diluted out of exisFeatured
Book
for
his
own (people, race), and
tence. The dream of racial “OneChildren
Of
The
Promise
especially
those of his own
ness” is really a simplistic and
house,
he
has
denied the faith,
The Biblical Case for Infant Baptism
reductionist dream. It seeks to
and
is
worse
than an unbereduce the complex to the simple,
Robert R. Booth
liever.”
to replace the many existing forms In his ten-year ministry, he had put off studying
1 Tim 5:8
and types with one uniform type, the topic of baptism. The the Baptist pastor felt
his
heart
sink
as
he
began
to
see
how
Scripture
by diluting racial differences to the
challenged his long-held beliefs. What would
This article came to me by
point of non-existence or nothing- prompt him to change his views - and find great
email,
and I edited it slightly.
ness. It is an irony of semantics encouragement in the doctrine of infant baptism?
Are
there
good
biblical
reasons
to
baptize
the
The
author
is unknown - Ben
that the racial intermixture that is
children of believers? What does the Bible say Williams.
often referred to as racial “integraabout your children? Robert Booth answers
---------------------------------tion” actually caused racial “disin- these questions and more. (especially relevant to
those
who
know
their
Identity!)
tegration,” the disolution and
THE PROBLEM OF
destruction of races and racial
SLAVERY
#900 @ $18.40
(speech given by Rod Taylor
diversity - racial annihilation.
The influence of Racial Nihilism permeates contempo- on national TV)
rary culture. Its values are promoted in the schools and the
Slavery didn’t end in the 1860s. It is a social malady
Judeo-Christian churches, in print and on television, by
that
is with us today, and it is increasing its scope and virteachers and preachers, journalists and talk-show hosts.
ulence.
The desire to enslave our fellow man is, unfortuEven so, the support for Racial Nihilism among the general
nately,
intrinsic
to the human character. It has been with
population is more passive than active, more unconscious
us
since
the
beginning
of time, on every continent, and in
than conscious, more the result of ignorance and misplaced
virtually
every
culture
from ancient Egypt to Babylon,
trust than knowledge and understanding.
Greece
and
Rome,
Africa,
Asia, Europe and the United
The public is well-indoctrinated with Racial Nihilist
States.
Germany
and
Japan
openly practiced widespread
values, but not well-informed regarding the effects of Racial
slavery
only
50
years
ago,
and
the Soviet Union until less
Nihilist policies, or the existence of possible alternatives
than
a
decade
ago.
China
even
practices it today.
from consideration by the mainstream media, maintains the
It
is
a
disease
of
our
human
nature, but people are
culture on a Racial Nihilist course and permits the pace of
under
the
impression
that
it
no
longer
exists. I say to you
racial destruction to be gradually increased, even if the
that,
in
subtle
form,
it
exists
in
this
nation
today, and is
fanaticism of the “true believer” is limited to a relative few.
becoming
less
subtle
and
more
manifest.
The few who are driven by a passionate intensity have more
Madison Avenue has just cleaned it up a little;
influence than the many who lack conviction, who do not
dressed
it up in new words. The slave master is now “big
care, and who consign their race to oblivion with the death
brother”
- someone to protect you; someone to confide in.
stroke of indifference.
But
it
is
all
the same. He owns your life. This may sound
In the multicultural society, ideologically justified and
far-fetched,
but I think I can prove it
supported by Racial Nihilism, the different races are denied
When
the
IRS (ATO) allows you a “tax deduction”
their sense of racehood or racial identity. They are denied
they
and
their
congressional
collaborators and the media
their organic connection to the continuum of life of which
call
it
a
“tax
subsidy;”
in
other
words, they designate it as
they and their own life is a part, from which it came and to
gift
to
you
(a
subsidy!).
The
only way they could cona
which it belongs, the natural object of their loyalties and
ceive
of
this
terminology
is
by
pre-supposing that they affections, their love and responsibilities. People are taught
i.e.
the
government
own
all
the
money. Their view is
from childhood to neither value their race, nor have any
that
they
are
entilted
to
it
all.
That
which they allow you
love or care for it, or loyalty toward it (seems to be mainly
to
keep
is
their
compassionate
and
generous
gift to you.
applicable to ‘Whites.’). The message may not be worded in
How
can
this
be?
You
create
the
money
by your
these terms. More commonly it is asserted that morality
efforts,
your
sacrifice,
your
creativity
and
your
risktakrequires a person to love and value all races equally, in
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ing. So how can it belong to them? It is very simple. They
own you! They own everything you produce: your money,
your house, your thoughts and ideas, your children.
If you go to a foreign country to work, you still have to
pay the US Income Tax. You can dig a hole in the middle of
Siberia - they’d still be entitled to a cut of your wages
because, in their minds and under their law, they own you.
They create archaic and esoteric laws to criminalize you.
You may try, but you can’t obey them all. You can’t even
understand them.
You have to run around slavishly collecting little pieces
of paper receipts - seven years of detailed financial records because you might be called on to give an account of yourself to the big boss man. And, if you’ve ever mase a mistake, he can take everything you have. He
loves it that way. That is total power over you.
Slavery!
I don’t remember when we the people
signed over ownership of ourselves. It just
gradually happened by them taking more and
more of our freedom. But, here is the worst
part! It is really only just begun. In this modern
age - the information age - getting your money
is not enough (even though money, don’t let
them deceive you, is the material source of
your freedom). Now, however, they want your
mind. If you deviate in your thinking - if you
commit one of ten-thousand taboos - they will
perceive your actions as a threat; they will
come out and kill you!
It was the Thought Police who killed the
children at Waco and Ruby Ridge. Neither David Koresh
nor Randy Weaver - whatever things might be said about
them - had ever mugged anyone, robbed a 7-11, or committed forcible rape or murder. But they did have unorthodox
views, and therefore it was necessary to round them up and
deal with them. Whatever their crimes, they could have been
arrested and tried openly in a court of law.
But that was not the aim of certain factions of the government. These statistics wanted a massive demonstration of
force to show who was boss. The penalty for resisting is
death; after all, we’re not free. We belong to the government, and deviant thoughts will not be tolerated.
In the aftermath of the horrible Oklahoma City bombing, government propagandists tried to intimidate the people
into silence by recklessly linking criticism of the government to acts of murder. Some people ask, “How can you fear
your government and claim to love your country?” My
response is, “How can you love your country without fearing your government?” Who else holds a counterfeit license
to kill, incarcerate, and confiscate for non-crimes?
Remember, America is about liberty, first and last; not
obedience to bureaucrats. The Washington power clip wants
you to shut up, get in line, do what you’re told to do ... and
most outrageously, think what you’re told to think. We have
hundreds of politicians and thousands of lobbyists crawling
all over Washington, thinking of ways to control you; extend
their will over you; to subvert your freedom and replace it
with their will; and to capture - that is to steal - your life
force.
And so, because we should all be very angry ... because
anger is the engine that drives our will to resist. Without
resistance, and without awareness, they will take it all. It is
just politcally perverse - it is a sin against mankind, because
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freedom is actually sacred. Drop an ant into a jar, and seal
the lid. It will spend the rest of its life trying to get out. It
has nowhere to go, but it wants to be free. That is its
nature. It is the way every living thing is made.
Once, a long time ago, I saw something at a zoo - a
wolf lying in its cage. I thought about how this magnificent animal was the end product of perfect design: a nose
that could detect the faintest scent, ultrasonic hearing,
eyes that could see in the dark, teeth and jaws capable of
crushing thick bone, and a heart and lungs that could
enable him to run for hours in a sub-zero blizzard. Yet,
there he was, lying forlorn and full of despair. He was
well-fed. He had a clean habitat, water and medical care.
So what was the problem?
He was sick with the knowledge that
his wonderful powers would never be exercised again. And so he lay there, his head
on his paws, staring blankly ahead at perhaps some sort of imaginary forest he
could never reach because there were bars
around him. They had not killed his body,
but they were destroying his soul [exactly
what happens to people in jail!]
God gave Adam and Eve freedom even though He knew they would invite
death into the world. That is how important
freedom is in the divine scheme of things.
And that is why I urge you to defend it always!** -----------------------------

Primate Example
Start with a cage containing five monkeys. In the cage, hang a banana on a string and put a set
of stairs under it. Before long, a monkey will climb the
stairs towards the banana. As soon as he touches the
stairs, spray all of the monkeys with cold water. After a
while, another monkey makes an attempt with the same
result - all the monkeys are sprayed with cold water.
Pretty soon , when any monkey tries to climb the
stairs, the other monkeys will try to prevent it. Now, turn
off the cold water. Remove one monkey from the cage
and replace it with a new one. The new monkey sees the
banana and wants to climb the stairs. To his horror, all of
the other monkeys attack him. After another attempt and
attack, he knows that if he tries to climb the stairs, he will
be assaulted. Next, remove another of the five original
monkeys and replace it with a new one. the newcomer
goes to the stairs and is attacked. The previous newcomer
takes part in the punishment with enthusiam.
Again, replace a third original monkey with a new
one. The new one makes it to the stairs and is attacked.
Two of the four monkeys that beat him have no idea why
they are not permitted to climb the stairs, or why they are
participating in the beating of the newest monkey. After
replacing the fourth and fifth monkeys, all the monkeys
which were sprayed with cold water have been replaced.
Nevertheless, no monkey ever again approaches the
stairs. Why not?
Because that’s the way it’s always been around here.
And that’s how democracy begins ...... .
Courtesy The American Christian, Box 740 Grangeville ID 83530

--------------------------------------------------------Give Me patience, LORD, But Hurry!
by Geoff Muirden
Cheri Fuller’s article, “When God Says Wait” (NewsChristian Identity Ministries - PO Box 146 - CARDWELL QLD 4849

letter, August, 2000, p13) is a well-written explanation of a spirit of snarling impatience is an ungodly trait. Provthe way in which God may choose to answer prayer, not erbs 14:29 says that: “a patient man (or ‘slow to wrath’)
with ‘yes’ or ‘no,’ but with ‘wait,’ and the waiting will pro- has great understanding, but a quick-tempered man disduce better results. It says that: “when God is the most silent plays folly.” In fact, “better a patient man than a warHe’s cooking up the best surprises.” Or, as someone else put rior: a man who controls his temper than one who takes a
it, “a delay is not a denial.”
city” (Prov 16:32).
But we don’t like waiting. It goes against human nature.
Perhaps the last point that could be made about
Someone once put it: “Give me patience, LORD, but hurry.” “waiting on the Lord” and developing patience, is that
That’s the way we’d like it, but God doesn’t hurry. It takes God Himself possesses patience. If He had not, He would
time and patience for an acorn to develop into an oak. Big have destroyed all of us long ago! 2 Peter 3:9, “the LORD
changes cannot be made superficially: it takes time for them is not slow in keeping His promise, as someone underto mature. If God produced instant change, the results would stands slowness. He is patient with you, not wanting anyone to perish, but everyone to come to repentance.” If it
be superficial and He doesn’t work like that.
If we pray for patience, God will answer that prayer in were not for that Divine Patience, we would now be “histhe most effective way: by putting us in situations that tory!”The mills of God grind slow, but they grind exceedingly small, and it is human nature to
require patience. (like having to face the HREOC) It must be
the best method, since He does it. But
be impatient at the delay. It would be
Who is it that propagates ‘Hate’?
it’s human nature to dislike that, to get
ideal to keep perfect patience at all
impatient at what can seem like the
times, but in this world we may
read:
ponderous elephantine steps of time.
never achieve it perfectly. But that
HATE WHITEY
God can work in ways we dislike. To
patience is a godly trait is well
give another example: “Whom the
The Cinema of Defamation
attested in Scripture! **
LORD
loveth
He
chasteneth”
Hey, Senator Liebermann by Michael A. Hoffman II
(Hebrews 12:6). When we are underHow About the “Kol Nidre”?
“The
war
on
the
white
descendants
of
going the chastening, it is extremely
Chuch Kuhler, Virginia Christian
those who pioneered, farmed and
painful. We are apt to groan that, if this
Israelites
is the way the LORD shows His love, founded this nation is no longer covert.
Since the selection, and nominawe would like Him to be less affec- The process of falsification whereby Hol- tion, of Joseph Liebermann, a US
tionate! And this is humanly underSenator from Connecticut, as the
lywood wages its war, is also in the
standable, even though we are
Democratic party candidate for Vice
reassured that this discipline is God open.” Includes introductory essay on President in the forthcoming elechate propaganda and its political manip- tion, much has been made relative to
treating us as sons (Heb 12:7).
ulation. # 137 @ $14.30
So, too, patience can itself be irkthe fact that he is a practising
some, and a discipline. It’s often no
“Orthodox Jew.” The slant of the
fun. But it is part of a maturing process. As children, we media has been to promote the supposed “high-integrity”
want what we want right now without delay. We can’t under- of the Senator as a result of his religious beliefs, in constand or don’t want to understand that it can’t always be trast to the conduct of the current White House occupant
done like that. Waiting until tomorrow can seem like an eter- (would they do the same with an ‘Orthodox Christian’?)
nity. A sense of time dragging can be oppressive; “tomorrow Much is being made of the fact that Liebermann is the
and tomorrow and tomorrow drags out this petty pace from first Jewish candidate for such a high office in this nation.
day to day.” Yet it is not “time dragging” that is the proper I am not going to get into any further discussion on this
attitude: it is a sense of patience in allowing things to at this time, but I do believe that we have had high office
develop that matters.
holders in the past who were of Jewish descent, although
Romans 5:3 tells us that “tribulation worketh patience” they may have adopted and “openly” practiced and proand patience develops experience, which leads to hope fessed a “Christian” faith.
(Rom 5:4). Why do we need patience and how does it grow
My concern is with the Senator and the “Kol Nidre
into hope? There are several reasons. If we continue being Oath,” and how it affects his ability to do any manner of
patient, we begin to experience an awareness that we can public service. In Vol VIII of the Jewish Encyclopedia, on
wait on God for answers, and be patient with Him if answers page 539, which is to be found in the Library of Condon’t come immediately, and that expectation that answers gress, and in many other large public libraries, can be
will come in time leads to hope. As it says in Hebrews found the official translation into English of the Jewish
10:36: “Ye have need of patience, that, after ye have done prayer known as the “Kol Nidre” (All Vows) prayer,
the will of God, ye might receive the promise.” We are which is as follows:
admonished, in the midst of persecution, “in your patience
The Kol Nidre Prayer
posses ye your souls” (Luke 21:19). In 1 Tim 6:11 we are
“All vows, obligations, oaths, anathemas whether
exhorted to follow after: “righteousness, godliness, faith, called ‘konam,’ ‘konas,’ or by any other name, which we
love, patience, meekness.”
may vow, or swear, or pledge, or whereby we may be
James 1:3 warns us that “the trying of your faith wor- bound, from this Day of Atonement unto the next, we do
keth patience.” James 1:4, “But let patience have her per- repent. May they be deemed absolved, forgiven, annulled,
fect work, that ye may be perfect and entire, wanting and void and made of no effect; they shall not bind us nor
nothing.” So patience is a vital part of the Christian “walk.” have power over us. The vows shall not be reckoned
Part of the benefit of patience is that it encourages us to vows; the obligations shall not be obligatory; nor the
show patience towards those who have also suffered. We oaths to be oaths.”
can empathize most readily with those who have suffered as
we have. The most impatient are those who have not sufA further explanation of this prayer can be found in
fered and cannot understand what that suffering means. Paul the Talmud in the Book of Nedarim, 23a-23b which reads
urges us in 1 Thes 5:14, “Now we exhort you, brethren, as follows:
warn them that are unruly, comfort the feeble-minded, sup“And he who desires that none of his vows made durport the weak, be patient towards all men.” It is evident that ing the year shall be valid, let him stand at the beginning
Christian Identity Ministries - PO Box 146 - CARDWELL QLD 4849
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of the year and declare, ‘every vow which I make in the future
shall be null.’ His vows are then invalid, providing that he
remembers this at the time of the vow.”
There is no reference to this prayer found anywhere in
the Torah, and it is strictly limited to the (Babylonian) Talmud. The greatest study of the “Kol Nidre” prayer was made
by the eminent psycho-analyst, Professor Theodor Reik (a
celebrated pupil of Dr Sigmund Freud), in his study, “The
Ritual Psycho-Analytical Studies,” in the chapter on the Talmud:
“The text was to the effect that all oaths which believers
take between one Day of Atonement and the next Day of
Atonement are declared invalid.”
The Vice President of the United States is required to
take an “oath of office” at his swearing in, at which he makes
several commitments to this nation. Just how valid would this
oath be to Joe Liebermann? As an orthodox Jew, he surely
prays the “Kol Nidre” prayer every year just prior to the Day
of Atonement services. This releases him, according to Judaism, from being bound by all oaths, pledges, etc. that he has
and will make in the year.
The Universal Jewish Encyclopedia confirms that the
“Kol Nidre” prayer has no “spiritual value,” as some might
believe as it is recited in a synagogue. It has nothing whatever
to do with anything relative to “atonement.” It is merely the
“first prayer” recited on their holiest of days.
The “Kol Nidre” prayer, does not date back to the Old
Testament, or even the beginnings of the New Testament.
This prayer is just another of the “traditions of the elders” so
widespread and accepted in Judaism. It was first established
in the eleventh century due to a political reversal in eastern
Europe, home of the so-called or self-styled “Jews” (Khazars).
Does a man place his religion ahead of his country? What
if the religion in question denies both Yahweh the Father, and
the very existence of His Son, Jesus the Christ? The Scriptures are very clear about “Israel” not putting a stranger
(Strong’s #5237 - ‘nokriy’) over them. Our Saviour has said
in John 14:6, “I am the way, the truth, and the life: no man
cometh unto the Father, but by Me.” In spite of what some
fundamentalists may claim, “that the Jews are God’s chosen
people, and don’t need to accept Christ,” I believe what our
Saviour has said, as quoted above. And further, in John 15:23
Christ tells us, “He that hateth me hateth my father also.”
Can we support a man who hates both the Son and Yahweh
our Father? Can this “former” Christian nation expect to survive such an affront to God? Whether the politicians and the
religious leaders want to admit it or not, we have completed
the first fourteen verses of Deuteronomy 28, which were the
blessings promised by Yahweh, for Israel’s obedience. We are
now, and have been, receiving the curses as outlined in verse
15 and onward. This has happened as a result of our continuing and increasing disobedience to God.
The media has been touting the supposed “conservative”
aspects of Sen. Liebermann’s record, but have you noticed,
after his selection by Al Gore, how he has flip-flopped on
some major issues to conform to the philosophy of Mr Gore?
What does that tell you about his ideology and convictions?
He may not be in the same mold as our current president, but
he has major categorical faults of his own in other areas.
I have not touched on Joe Liebermann’s loyalty to this
nation. I have found that his record indicates a very strong
loyalty to the mid-east nation of the Israeli. As all Jews are
automatically citizens of the Israeli, I wonder where his true
loyalties lie. Would he support this nation in any disagreement with his fellow Jews in the Israeli, or would he use the
“Kol Nidre” prayer to absolve himself of responsibilities with
regard to his oath as Vice Prseident?
The words of our Saviour, as written in the Revelation of
St John 2:9 reads: “I know the blasphemy of them which say
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they are Jews, and are not, but are of the synagogue of
Satan.” And in Revelation 3:9 we have an additional reference to “false Jews” by our Saviour (they do lie). We
know that these “false Jews” who are of the synagogue of
Satan are with us in the world today. True Judahites
(Descendants of Judah) accept and acknowledge the
Messiah. This being the case, how do we ascertain who
the “false Jews” of Revelation are - but those who deny
the very existence of the Son of God.
I don’t particularly like any of the choices for the
office of president. But, perhaps, we will be faced with
choosing “the best of the worst.” And it may be the will
of God to give us the worst of the worst for our national
and individual disobedience.**
Courtesy Virginia Christian Israelites, Box 109 Round Hill Virginia 20142
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2.4 What is the difference between the Catholic
church and the Protestant churches?
There are very few Protestant churches left in the
world. They have largely been replaced by what are
known as Fundamentalists, Pentecostals, Liberals, and
many other various sects. They may still refer to themselves as “Protestant,” but they hold very few (if any) of
the major doctrines of the original Protestants of the Reformation.
Catholic theology teaches that christ’s work for us
has made the gift of holy spirit available to believers. (So
far so good). But then it teaches that in order for a sinner
to be justified, he must receive an INFUSION of righteousness (grace) by holy spirit. God then pronounces the
believer righteous, because of the work that holy spirit
has done in him.
In other words, Catholics teach that a man is justified
before God only when holy spirit has given that man a
righteous nature. The so-called “Holiness movement”
that adopted this doctrine calls it “sinless perfection.”
Most of the Protestant reformers were once devout
Catholics, and they tried with all their might to apprehend
enough holiness in their lives in order that they could
know that holy spirit (by grace!!) had indeed given them
an infusion of righteousness. However, being honest
men, they recognized that the “old man” was still present.
They only found sin in their hearts in the form of pride,
selfishness, unbelief, unresponsiveness to God’s love,
and lack of faith; and they finally despaired of ever being
justified before God.
God then revealed to them from Romans 1:17, chapters 3, 4, and 5, and other Scripture that righteousness
was IMPUTED to them, rather than INFUSED into their
nature. It was the imputation of Jesus’ righteousness, not
any “new” righteousness of their own, that made them
acceptable to God. With this new light came also the realization that one need not be inherently immortal (that is,
have an immortal soul, or nature) to be acceptable either.
Most of the Reformers (except for Calvin and his followers) viewed the immortal-soul doctrine as just another
error of the Catholic doctrine of self-worth, as opposed to
justification by the worth of Christ.
The third major distinction between Catholic and
Protestant theology was the doctrine of the priesthood of
the believer. The Protestants taught there was one God
and one Mediator between God and men, the man Christ
Jesus ( 1 Tim 2:5), and that any “priest” (Pope) insinuatChristian Identity Ministries - PO Box 146 - CARDWELL QLD 4849

ing himself between men and God was an “antichrist” (their
words). These three major distinctions have been almost
entirely lost, especially in the last century. the doctrine of the
entire “holiness movement” (Pentecostal, Nazarene, Methodist, C & M A, etc.) as well as many other churches, all
teach the olf Catholic doctrine of an infusion of righteousness in one form or another.
The Catholic doctrine of immortality is taught by nearly
all churches, including such as the Mormon “church,” which
also adds that a man pre-existed in heaven before Adam was
created. (listen to the 4 messages on ‘Mormonism’ - A-8006
and A-8007, Stephen Jones)
Many also teach that the believer must join their church
or denomination, be baptized by an organization minister,
and follow and support the head (or heads) of the organization. Thus, although they may name no “Pope,” they have
made their organization the Pope (or “antichrist”). Doctrinally speaking, there is little difference between the Catholic
and most so-called “Protestant” churches today. Most must
be considered false churches.**
(also in view of the Jewish Influence?? article, I thought
this one from The Answering Service was appropriate:
2.8 I understand that so-called “converted Jews” use
the name “Yahshua” instead of Jesus Christ. Is that not
proof that the name “Yahshua” is the correct name, rather
than Jesus Christ?
It is more likely proof of the opposite. We believe that
almost all “Christian” Jews are deceivers. This is immediately suspected when one examines their preaching and “testimonies.” They spend most of their time and effort praising
the Jewish people and telling their “gentile” listeners in a
thousand different ways that Jesus was a Jew and the Jews
are God’s Chosen People. Also, Jews are taught from childhood never to utter the name of Jesus Christ, who they are
taught was the bastard son of a Roman soldier and Mary.
They are taught that “Jesus Christ” is the false god of the
Christians and that the Christians are the enemies of the
Jews. If they do say the name “Jesus Christ,” they are always
to spit, so that in doing so they wash their mouth out with
spittle and are cleansed from uttering such a “blasphemous
name.”
On one of Merv Griffin’s shows he asked a guest to read
the next announcement. The guest, a Jew, looked up and
said, “Oh, you would ask me to say that,” and remained
silent. Griffin then had to read it himself, and it turned out to
be an introduction of another guest, including his last starring role, which was in “Jesus Christ Superstar.” The Jew
apparently refused to read it, because it contained the Name
“Jesus Christ.”
It hardly makes sense to accuse Jews of avoiding a
“false” Name of our Saviour whom they hate. They would
more likely hate the true Name, just as they hate His own
Person. Our conclusion is that the use of “Yahshua” by these
deceiving “Christian Jews” is so they can avoid saying the
true Name as much as possible, while still deceiving Christians.
Courtesy America’s Promise Ministries - Box 157 Sandpoint ID 83864

-----------------------------------------------------------------

FOURTEEN WHY’S

1. Why are we called “haters” when our cause is the
preservation of the beauty of our children?
2. Why does the media call 92% of the earth’s population, that is non-White, “minorities”?
3. Why is it evil to speak with pride of our own White
race, when all other races are encouraged to do so?
4. Why does the media repudiate the historically proven
fact that racial integration is cultural and biological genocide?
5. Why does America disavow the vast differences in
civilization between Africa, China and Europe?
Christian Identity Ministries - PO Box 146 - CARDWELL QLD 4849

6. Why do all Christian leaders, from Billy Graham
to the Pope (and we can think of many others), promote
genocide of the White race by encouraging interracial
marriage?
7. Why is an act of self-defense by a White man prosecuted as a “hate crime” when the reverse is not true?
8. Why is the very name of our race, Aryan, condemned as “White Supremacist”?
9. Why is all history being rewritten to obscure and
denigrate the genius and accomplishments of the White
race?
10. Why are White people, unlike all other races,
denied a White homeland?
11. Why do the Christian churches promote adoption
of colored children from all over the world by White families, when they know the result is the genocide of the
White race?
12. Why does all entertainment, from movies and
magazines to sports, promote miscegenation by making
token heroes of colored males to our women and children?
13. Why does the US Government advance White
genocide through the forced bussing of our school children?
14. Why are we not told that less than 2% of the
earth’s population is young White females? As the future
of our race is in the wombs of our women, the White race
in on the brink of extinction.**
From the 14 Word Press, HC01, Box 268K, St Maries ID 83861 USA

Why? Because God’s people, the true Israel, has to be
wiped out, in order to steal their inheritance (Matthew
21:38), that’s why whitey has to be put down at every
opportunity! Encourage sodomy, because sodomites don’t
breed Israelite children, and neither do interracial couples. May the God of our forefathers, Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob, hear the groan of His remnant and have mercy on
them! Someone sent an article regarding the almost
extinction of the White race, to be copied and sent o others including politicians. I said, “Why, are they going to
have more white children?” It is our believing White
Christian families that have to have children. Accept the
children God wants to give, and don’t spit in His face by
using contraceptives. It seems many Whites would be
happy to die out completely. God said that “being left few
in number” (Lev 26:22) was a curse, and it is being ‘selfinflicted!’ Then there are those Israelites, who while
knowing the error of doing such things - just “shack up.”
Also without having children, of course. Are you happy
to see your family name come to an end??? Wake Up!
---------------------------------------------------------------I said a prayer for YOU today
I felt God must have heard,
I felt the answer in my heart
Although He spoke no word.
I didn’t ask for wealth or fame
I knew you wouldn’t mind,
I asked Him to send treasures
Of a far more lasting kind.
I asked that He be near you
At the start of each new day,
To grant you health and blessings
And friends to share your way.
I asked for happiness for you
In all things great and small
But it was for His loving care
I prayed the most of all.
------------------------------------------------------------Fax + 61 (0) 7 4066 0226
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without recognising any superior to whom any duty is due
on account thereof (Black’s Law Dict.)

Land and/or property that is secured by allodial title
is removed from, and no longer subject to, state jurisdiction or taxation.
True Meaning: The term “allode” comes from the
Latin (allodis), meaning entirely and freely owned. “All”
FRIEND
means “all.” “Od” means “property; wealth.” “Allodium”
Controlled Meaning: Anyone of your acquaintance who means complete and uncompromised ownership of land/
is on good terms with you and is not hostile.
property.
True Meaning: From the German “freund”: to love in
The above definition from Black’s Law Dictionary is
the sense of a kinsman. Allied to “free,” hence applied to essentially correct ... but commonly misinterpreted.
those of the household who are kinsmen and not slaves. A Many people today assume that by careful and asture
“friend” is more than an “acquaintance.” A “friend” is one manipulation they can rescue their land/property from
with whom there is mutual love, respect, and kinship (genet- state jurisdiction and achieve allodial ownership, and thus
ically and/or spiritually), a status which must be earned and
remove the threat of government
proven. A mere acquaintance should
Quote from Rousas J. Rushdoony intrusion upon their property. This
not be called a “friend.”
assumption, however, stems from an
Heartache and confusion result The Kingdom of God is not a beggar’s imperfect understanding of law, and
from treating acquaintances as if they agency: it is the realm and majesty of the it disregards one vital factor: namely,
are automatically friends. It is Most High God. We are requires to ren- that private allodial ownership is
improper to bestow the respect and
impossible when an established and
trust reserved for a friend upon a mere der our tithes and gifts to the LORD. We empowered government has interest
acquaintance for to do so cheapens receive in return His blessing, govern- in that property. (all land falls under
that trust and diminishes the meaning ment and care. If we do not pay our taxes that heading, as it has all been mortof friendship. One may have many and gifts, we receive His judgment and gaged for national, state and local
acquaintances but only a few
curse. God’s work must be supported in debt!)
“friends.” Finding a true friend is like God’s way. Scripture is very clear: God
“Allodial” means free from any
finding a treasure. The ability to recoghold or interest of any lord or supewill
impoverish
a
people
who
impovernize a friend requires spiritual insight.
rior: ownership without obligation of
ish His Kingdom (Mal. 3:8-12).
To one who is incapable of discrimiany kind. Allodial ownership implies
nating between friends and acquainuncontested conquest, war being the
tances, non-friends may be treated like friends, while true usual means to acquiring land in allodium. Allodium canfriends are ignored and unappreciated. Friendship, as well as not be achieved or acquired by permission, grant, or title.
the ability to recognize it, is a gift from God. This gift is one Allodium can only be acquired by force. Allodial ownerof the blessings realized from “eonian life” coming from ship is not possible for individuals within the claims of a
Christ.
ruling government, for the government lays claim to all
LOAN
the land it governs. The US Constitution empowers the
Controlled Meaning: A grant of temporary use of some- government with “eminent domain” over all its lands.
thing, especially money at interest. Loaning money at inter- This alone, precludes the possibility of private allodial
est serves both lender and borrower in that the lender makes ownership of US land. Further, the US Government is
a profit on the loan, and the borrower is furnished with constitutionally empowered to tax its land and property.
working capital.
The power to tax presumes ownership/interest of the
True Meaning: A grant of temporary use of something land. Thus, all US land is owned allodially, through conincurring no fee or interest. A loan is free. If interest is quest, by the government itself. So-called “private owncharged for use of something then it is a rental, not a loan. ership” of land is actually only rental, and is guaranteed
Therefore, a so-called “loan” of money at interest is not (and thus granted) under government jurisdiction.
really a “loan.” It is a rental. Rental on money is usury
Allodial ownership of land/property in the USA is by
because money is not devalued by age or use. It is not con- government itself unless and until a superior power
sumed or worn out with use like a tool, a house or a car.
greater than the US Government takes the land/property
In the Bible, loans among brethren were considered acts by force. Then, the land/property will be allodially owned
of mercy, not investments or opportunities to profit.
byt the new superior power. Ultimately, under God’s
“If your brother be waxen poor, and fallen in decay with Law, God Himself claims allodial ownership of the land
you, then you shall relieve him; ... Take you no usury of him, (Lev 25:23). Man is given possession of land for use, but
or increase: but fear your God, that your brother may live neither men nor governments are given full ownership to
with you. You shall not give him your money upon usury, nor sell, liquidate, lose, speculate, and gamble with land.
lend him your victuals for inbcrease.” (Lev 25:35-37).
“Allodial” is not to be confused with “fee simple.”
Usury is theft, and putting money out at usury is an act “Fee simple” is a legal term signifying property/land
of war lawful only against enemies worthy of death
granted to a holder free from taxes or fees of any kind. A
“You shall not charge usury to your brother; ... Unto a “fee simple” title can be issued only be a superior power
stranger (an enemy) you may charge usury, ...” (Deut 23:19- (i.e. the allodial owner) to an inferior beneficiary. Kings,
20).
for instance, could grant a title of “fee simple” ownership
In Deut 24:10-15 and Luke 6:34-35 we are taught that to favoured subjects. Allodial ownership is always
when we make a loan to a brother our motive must be to aid retained and held by the king (i.e. the government.)
him, and that we must be prepared to forgive the debt if he
Courtesy The American Christian, Box 740 Grangeville ID 83530
cannot pay it back.
-----------------------------------------------------------ALLODIUM
The falling exchange rate continues to push book
Assumed Meaning: Land held absolutely in one’s own costs up. We hope we can afford to bring a speaker from
right, and not of any lord or superior; land not subject to feu- America for the camp! May the God of our forefathers
dal duties or burdens. An estate held by absolute ownership, bless and keep you all in His care and protection,
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